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Elevating audit through objective / risk-based auditing 

The Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA) framework defines internal auditing as: ‘An independent, objective 

assurance and consulting activity designed to add value and improve an organization’s operations. It helps 

an organization accomplish its objectives by bringing a systematic, disciplined approach to evaluate and 

improve the effectiveness of risk management, control, and governance processes’  

It is a common fallacy that the Internal Audit function exists to pick holes in management’s operations. This 

is not at all the case! Internal Audit must involve the organisation more in the audit process and produce 

recommendations that contribute to the organisation’s objectives. At the same time, the internal audit 

activity has to be careful not to lose its independence and objectivity because of moving closer to the 

operations 



The consequences of poor risk management (( https://youtu.be/X-Q0CA-bjQ4 ):

Reputational risk 

Technology disrupter risk/s

People risk

Political risk

Decision making

Effective Risk Management and Assurance: 

enables an organisation to optimise the level of risk being taken to best achieve the organisation’s objectives whilst still 

operating within the risk appetite of the organisation.

Internal Audit transitions from the business of providing subjective opinions on “control effectiveness” on a small 

fraction of the risk universe to ensuring senior management and the board are aware of the current residual risk status 

linked to key strategic value creation objectives and potential value erosion objectives. 

Elevating audit through objective / risk-based auditing 

https://youtu.be/X-Q0CA-bjQ4


Elevating audit through objective / risk-based auditing 

Among the more than 10,000 companies that make up CEB’s global membership—including almost 2,000 general counsel, chief compliance 
executives, chief audit executives, chief information security officers, and heads of ERM—the best companies employ three standout risk 
management practices to avoid Organizational Drag:
1.Incorporate Risk Management in Strategy (and Vice Versa) and Establish a Healthy Risk Appetite
2.Coordinate Disparate Risk Information for Decision Makers
3.Manage Human Behavior as Part of the Risk Management Process



Audit approach based on Risk Maturity

Courtesy Unisa



ERM PROCESS

http://www.barnowl.co.za/introduction/

http://www.barnowl.co.za/insights/a-3-step-approach-to-implementing-risk-appetite-and-tolerance/

http://www.barnowl.co.za/introduction/
http://www.barnowl.co.za/insights/a-3-step-approach-to-implementing-risk-appetite-and-tolerance/


FIGURE 2.6 – TOP RISKS BASED ON FINDINGS (BI)



FIGURE 2.7 – RISK AND ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS (BI)



Excel versus Systems Approach

FIGURE 2.4 – FINDINGS BY ROOT CAUSE (BI)



FIGURE 1.5 – COMBINED ASSURANCE REPORTING

http://www.barnowl.co.za/tip-of-the-month/tip-of-the-month-combined-assurance-using-barnowl-risk-management/

http://www.barnowl.co.za/tip-of-the-month/tip-of-the-month-combined-assurance-using-barnowl-risk-management/


FIGURE 1.4.4 – KPIs



Business focussed approach assisting the organisation to achieve its objectives: Audit focus on providing  assurance on 

achievement of business objectives as opposed to standard audit programmes where it is not always clear how these impact 

the bigger picture.

Internal Audit focuses on the top value creation and potential value erosion objectives elevating IA’s stature and value 

add: Audit recommendations provide the greatest value added in terms of the optimising the level of risk being taken to best 

achieve the organisation’s objectives whilst still operating within the risk appetite of the organisation. 

Inclusive audit approach facilitating buy in and ownership from management: Management is far more likely to support the 

audit work when they are involved in the process and can see how the audit’s recommendations relate to the achievement of 

their business objectives. Embedded risk management down to all levels.

Optimal level of assurance supporting the achievement of business objectives: Risk-based auditing is more efficient 

because it directs audits at the high-risk areas, as opposed to simple rotation of predominantly financial areas, which may not 

represent the greatest risk.

Improved operational efficiency: Risk-based auditing should highlight key processes and risks that are inadequately 

controlled and / or over-controlled.

More effective use of audit resources: The audit plan is based on clear instructions from senior management and the board 

on the level of risk assessment rigor and independent assurance they require related to strategic / business objectives. It 

differs from the alternative approach, whereby the resources available determine the audits that can be conducted.

6 ways objective / risk-based auditing adds value to your 
organisation



In summary…

In order for the auditor to add value to and improve the company’s operations, it is important for the auditor to understand 

the business objectives of the organisation and the risks that threaten or need to be taken (opportunity) to achieve these 

objectives. Knowing where the biggest risks lie, makes it easier for the internal auditor to focus their audit effort on the areas 

where the most value can be added.

http://www.barnowl.co.za/insights/6-ways-risk-based-auditing-adds-value-to-your-organisation/

Tim Leech: Risk Oversight Solutions

‘The risks of risk management’ written by C. Burt, Halex Consulting Limited UK

Arbutus Data Analytics by Anton Bouwer: Managing Procurement Fraud Risk through Continuous Monitoring 

http://www.barnowl.co.za/insights/6-ways-risk-based-auditing-adds-value-to-your-organisation/
http://riskoversightsolutions.com/ro-resources
http://www.slideshare.net/cjburt/the-risks-of-risk-management-61986579?qid=f9eaaf9d-9168-4096-81f1-976e0f6cddcf&v=&b=&from_search=1
http://www.barnowl.co.za/info-sharing/barnowl-info-sharing-session-26-april-2018/


Continuous Risk Measurement through Data Analytics

Risk indicators resides with data records. 

Each record carries a wealth of information that can on its own, or compared to appropriate benchmarks, distinguish the 

record from its peers

The process of measuring risks through data analytics must cater for the fact that data records can change over time. Eg, a 

Journal can change from parked to posted to placed on-hold to marked for cancellation and back to posted. This can happen 

over a relatively long period of time. Obviously, a journal placed on-hold carries a higher risk rating than a Journal parked and 

awaiting approval

Similarly can a vendor invoice be unique in the system today but tomorrow the invoice can be duplicated and immediately 

the risk associated with that invoice increases

Risk measurement of data must be dynamic. It must be attached to a data record. The concept of Robotics is perfectly suited 

for Continuous Risk Measurement

Methodology – Attach robots as fields (computed columns) instead of independent programs. Robot lives with data record; 

continuously



Continuous Risk Measurement through Data Analytics

Risk 
Robot1

•Captured after 
hours

•Captured on 
weekends

Risk 
Robot2

•Manual journal 
affecting revenue

Risk 
Robot3

•Round amount

Risk 
Robot4

•Duplicate invoice

•Duplicate 
payment

Risk 
Robot5

•Park & posted by 
same person

Data records in General Ledger



Seamless integration with Risk management System

Export directly 
into BarnOwl

Continuous 
Process 

Automation



Continuous Risk Measurement through Data Analytics

Trend

Transactions Summarised 
Risk Ratings
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